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ABSTRACT 
 
 

This is a study about the history of American culture and the construction of race 
through the musical idiom of coon songs. It is an examination of the jazz narrative and 
the role of blackface minstrelsy and coon songs, as they directly relate to the jazz 
tradition and the construction of race in nineteenth-century America. The modes of 
inquiry utilized are from the American Studies methodology and resulted in a more 
thorough, in-depth understanding of the construction of American race ideology, with a 
more complete, holistic perception of the jazz narrative. In a methodology that blends the 
excavation of less standard resources and research techniques that approach American 
history from further outside the chronological strictures and modes of conventional 
historical inquiry, the American Studies jazz-scholar-musician is compelled to live by, 
creatively inquire about, and more thoroughly comprehend the rationally intuitive values 
of jazz music and cultural literacy. In this study of race construction, coon songs, and the 
American jazz narrative as regarded from a revised conventional modality of jazz as 
American Studies, and American Studies as jazz, what’s really on the line is the way 
American culture cultivates and also demolishes social and racial hierarchies through 
musical idioms.  
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I am the fool of the whole world. 

Laugh and push me down. 
Only in song and laughter 

I rise again—a black clown. 
Strike up the music. 

Let it be gay. 
Only in joy 

Can a clown have his day. 
 

Three hundred years 

In the cotton and the cane, 
Plowing and reaping 

With no gain— 
Empty handed as I began. 

 

A slave—under the whip, 
Beaten and sore. 

God! Give me laughter 
That I can stand more. 

 

God! Give me the spotted 

Garments of a clown 
So that the pain and the shame 

Will not pull me down. 
 

Cry to the world 

That I might understand: 
I was once a black clown 

But now— 
I’m a man! 

 
Langston Hughes, 1932  “Black Clown”
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 
 Coon songs were at the center of the developing American social, cultural and 

political narrative of black oppression that preserved discrimination and became the 

construction of racial ideology and the realization of a uniquely American culture in post 

antebellum America. Coon songs were also the base foundation for the indelible black 

achievements in music that became jazz. The complex ambiguities behind the ethos of 

coon songs and the construction of racial hierarchies in nineteenth-century America 

magnify the intricate inner weavings and meanings of white and African American 

culture in a country that is still today trying to find ways in which to understand itself and 

the modern notion of black people as human entities and American citizens. At their 

musical and fundamental root coon songs were extraordinarily popular songs in the 

United States about being black in America, and were more often than not composed and 

performed by African Americans themselves. Performed, published, and heard all across 

the country with immense commercial popularity in the years from about 1834 to the 

1920’s and beyond through today, coon songs and then ragtime were the unequalled, 

unparalleled pop music and culture of the times, especially in the 1890’s.1 After the huge 

fin-de-siècle popularity of coon songs the idiom would give way and force to one of the 

most extraordinary and beautifully realized art forms in the history of humanity. 

“Syncopated coon-themed music displaced the bland 3/4 (waltz) sentimentality of the 

                                                
1 Melonee V. Burnim, and Portia K. Maultsby, ed., In African American Music: An 
Introduction. Second Edition (London: Routledge, 2014) 97-118. 
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nineteenth-century and established the rhythmic structures for much of the twentieth.”2 

 In the study of racial ideology and the formations of the American idea of race, the 

scholarly and historical temptation is to compress the cultural imagery and musical 

formations of blackface minstrelsy and coon songs into a strictly chronological and moral 

study.3 My ambition is to cast a wider net: Through the looking glass of the contemporary 

jazz-musician-scholar, working towards a musicological and philosophical recovery of a 

cultural development in which systems of white folk belief and black performance 

collided and became the roots of our uniquely indigenous American art form of jazz. My 

work here is to peer through the music to better understand the ideological, social, artistic 

and cultural formations in nineteenth-century America, expanding and mining the jazz 

narrative and paradoxes of the white and black, blackface minstrelsy performers and 

composers. Additionally, my work here is positioned in extracting the history of the coon 

song craze to uncover and better understand American race culture and the heritage of 

non-violent, artistic resistance under extraordinary ideological and societal adversity, 

constant degradation, and systemic oppression.  

 It is immeasurably difficult to escape perceiving the culture of blackface minstrelsy 

and the coon song as merely vitriolic hatred set to song and dance. A musical idiom 

                                                
2 “African-American Musical Theater”, 1890—(2012), In Continuum Encyclopedia of 
Popular Music of the World (London: Bloomsbury, 2012). 
http://search.credoreference.com/content/entry/bloomsbfz/african_american_musical_the
ater_1890/0 
3 Lynn Abbot and Doug Seroff, Ragged But Right: Black Traveling Shows, “Coon 
Songs,” & The Dark Pathway To Blues And Jazz (Jackson: University Press of  
Mississippi, 2007) 7, 35. John Strausbaugh, Black Like You: Blackface, Whiteface, Insult 
& Imitation in American Popular Culture (New York: Penguin Group, 2006) 101. David 
R. Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American Working 
Class (London and New York: Verso, 1991) 115.	  
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mired in the political climate of Jacksonian ideology and the racial narrative of 

nineteenth-century America grappling with the morally and socially catastrophic legacies 

of slavery. But this emotional framework of inquiry stops short of any real, multi-

dimensional historical truth. While discerning American identity and consciousness as 

they were developing alongside and within myth, folklore and culture, a conflicted 

American culture between the 1890’s and World War I is revealed at the height of the 

coon song’s popularity. This period of our history was anxious, troubled and concerned 

with the idea of race in terms of social status, opportunities, rights, and identity.  

 Most scholars would agree that the coon song became another way of asserting the 

notion of biological determinism through the power of music.4 As such, it is imperative to 

unpack what was happening in and around the coon song craze and the initial phases of 

the jazz tradition in order to better view American culture and the construction of the 

American idea of race. What’s really at stake here is the way American culture 

disseminates and advances racial hierarchies through music. In an effort to present a 

coherent narrative of the earliest jazz traditions we must strive for a more empathetic 

reading of coon songs and the cultural implications of what could otherwise be seen as 

nothing but a moral and social debacle. In this sense the coon song needs to be 

understood not just in terms of the cultural and political aspects of race in America, but 

why and how the convention of race as an idea manifested and evolved through music.  

                                                
4 Alexander Saxton, “Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology,” In Locating 
American Studies: The Evolution of a Discipline, ed. Lucy Maddox (Baltimore and 
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999) 115-142. Lawrence Levine, Black 
Culture And Black Consciousness: Afro-American Folk Thought From Slavery To 
Freedom (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1977) 192-195. 
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 Furthermore the coon song becomes an understanding for resolving our sensibility 

of racial ideology, clarifying our collective cultural and musical history of constructed 

racial stereotypes and archetypes, with a deeper knowledge about concepts of nineteenth-

century American sociologies of fear, anxiety, wonderment, and identity. As Matthew 

Frye Jacobsen puts it: “The awesome power of race as an ideology resides precisely in its 

ability to pass as a feature of the natural landscape.”5 America is a landscape of ideas. 

Jazz is the study of American ideas. To study and understand American culture you must 

examine jazz history. To excavate jazz history, you must understand that coon songs and 

blackface minstrelsy are the founding roots of the jazz tradition and American culture.  

 In many ways the coon song was a social and cultural disaster of immeasurable 

magnitude. It is a musical history etched into our collective memories and identities 

through northern performances and displays of an imagined southern idea of America. 

Born of the unreasonable and stratifying moral double standards of slavery and then 

established in American race laws that were codified into popular song and dance, 

validated and preconditioned on a national scale through the immense popularity of 

blackface minstrelsy, coon songs were America in the late nineteenth century. The 

transcontinental railroad completed in 1869 was much like the coon song in Fin-de-Siècle 

America in the way it veritably stitched the nation together in elegant justification of 

empire building hidden beneath moral double standards, frivolous and reckless 

entrepreneurship, greed, and a culture of contradictory ideologies. Not a mere accident or 

side effect of commerce, but a deliberately political, cultural and social act, the popularity 

                                                
5 Matthew Frye Jacobsen, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants and the 
Alchemy of Race (Cambridge and London:  Harvard University Press, 1998) 102. 
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of the culture of coon songs in performance halls, pubs and bars, and millions of 

households and parlors across America in the latter nineteenth century made empire 

visible, and audible, and was the foremost role player in the construction of the idea of 

race in America.6  

 A by-product of, and development from the blackface minstrelsy era in American 

culture which began around 1834, the coon song craze of the 1890’s was in itself a 

continued form of the endemic, systematic and institutionalized oppression of black 

Americans in the construction of an American race ideology. This became a culture in 

which systems created and controlled by the majority could continue to degrade and deny 

certain citizens their rightful place in society. Sounded and played out in musical form, 

coon songs were a stratum of intense cultural conflict for politics and sociology, black 

identity, the white working class, racial ideology, class, and nation building.  

 The imagined fabrications and counterfeit displays of whites performing coon 

songs set forward myth and symbolism which oppressed blacks, while acutely 

endeavoring to deny the passing down of traditions and meaningful cultural forums in 

which a core set of identities and history were to be taken away. Thereafter supplanting 

them with false and imagined versions of the black man in America; as the newly 

adopted “burden” who in no way could be depicted or portrayed in popular culture as 

active agents of their own salvation. Conversely, for blacks performing, composing and 

displaying blackface minstrelsy traditions in this evolving idiom, the coon song was 

                                                
6 R.W. Rydell, “Soundtracks of Empire: “The White Man’s Burden,” The War in the 
Phillipines, the “Ideals of America,” and Tin Pan Alley,” European Journal of American 
Studies, Vol. 7, No. 2 (2012): 1-14, htttp://ejas.revues.org/9712. 
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practical expediency, a pathway to dignity, complexity, authenticity, exposure, artistry, 

subversive mockery through antagonistic cooperation, (“changing the joke and slipping 

the yoke,”)7 “re-appropriation” of culture, and the historically significant and currently 

relevant beginnings of liberation for blacks in America and the dismantling of white 

supremacy through music and performance. Coon songs ushered in seminal composers, 

musicians, actors and performers, and after the turn of the century culminated in our 

uniquely American art form of jazz music. It was an incredibly important aspect of blacks 

transitioning out of slavery and into society and the American jazz narrative. As Ira 

Berlin asserts in Generations of Captivity, slaves and early African-Americans were the 

arbiters of their own transformation-which was essentially a society within America 

created from religious systems, work ethic and music, and thus into a culture joined 

together as a class of people separate from the majority. As such, the level of communal 

integration was calculated from freedom and posterity, not by the capacity to establish 

personal autonomy.8   

 For reasons obvious coon songs and the construction of race in America are very 

difficult and challenging subjects to fully and unemotionally grasp. Likewise coon songs 

haven’t found a vernacular for full scholarly treatments as part of our typically explored 

and imparted historical canon. A history in which the African American side of our social 

and cultural history has been significantly silenced and still goes largely untold and 

unaccounted for. We can find exception here through the musical historiography and 

                                                
7 Ralph Ellison, in 1958. 
8 Ira Berlin, Generations of Captivity (Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 
2003) 5, 8, 17, 33.	  
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cultural implications of the institution and genius behind jazz. As a practicing jazz 

musician of African American descent and student of the jazz narrative, I experience 

sweeping sets of emotions when I hear the lyrics, feel the music and see the art that was 

coon songs in America. The feelings and questions at hand are very difficult and 

challenging to wholly grasp, and equally they are usually and still quite unspoken 

elements of our collective and sometimes immeasurably embarrassing, hurtful past. But 

because coon songs and the less visible transformative points in the jazz narrative are a 

sorely lacking part of our conventional historical standard of inquiry, I found myself as a 

melded performer/scholar desperate to fill in the missing blanks; continuously reaching to 

locate and excavate the “invisible turning points”9 in the music and culture contiguous to 

the American jazz tradition and construction of race.  

 By analyzing the historical portrayal and display of African Americans and white 

performers in blackface minstrelsy and coon songs we can begin to grasp who these 

musicians and performers were, and why this form of art was so widely accepted. The 

duplicity and moral vagueness of the coon song era and its depiction of African 

Americans present us with a tangible and relevant historical and contemporary discourse 

on racial ideology and the historical place and meaning of black culture and music in 

white America. The ambiguities of identity and ironies of the American social condition 

is what allows coon songs to be a magnifying glass that enlarges the intricate weaving of 

African diaspora, the white working class, and African American performance and 

musical culture, into a country that was just beginning to view blacks as perhaps fully 

                                                
9 Greil Marcus, In Eric Lott, Love and Theft, Foreword. 
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human entities.  

 It is of paramount import to fathom the unthinkably difficult, culturally untenable 

circumstances America found itself within during the late 1800s. Incorporating the study 

of coon songs into the history of the nineteenth-century United States and then the jazz 

narrative, illuminates and clarifies issues surrounding the myriad unresolved 

contradictions surrounding the construction of race in America. The study of blackface 

minstrelsy and coon songs allows the musician-artist-intellect to avoid reducing the 

cultural image and musical artifact into a strictly political or moral contention. We can’t 

escape establishing blackface minstrelsy and then the coon song craze as morally, 

ethically and culturally catastrophic pieces of our neurotic and embarrassing social 

history. But we must remember that the blackface performers, both white and black, 

weren’t just symbols in a country constituted upon and informed by a contradictory racial 

narrative. There was much more at play than just hate and oppression set to melody and 

ragged rhythms.  

 During my years at Duke University, I was lucky enough to learn directly from the 

remarkable and renowned black historian and writer John Hope Franklin, that as scholars 

we must always endeavor to tell the whole of the story adequately and fairly, and in turn 

we must attempt to live by the values of humanity and civility rather than live by placing 

human value on political passions, cultural ideologies, and tribal sensibilities. By looking 

into how and why this profoundly popular, uniquely American culture of coon songs lead 

to the musicians and traditions which created the founding elements of the narrative and 

institution of jazz we can better understand what is American about America. Analyzing 
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the processes of predilection, progress and prejudice through which racial archetypes and 

stereotypes surrounding blacks in America were constructed in blackface minstrelsy, 

perpetuated through coon songs, and then dismantled in the Jazz Age provides us with a 

more thorough and comprehensive understanding of our musical history and our social 

precondition of racializing the other.  

 It is at this historic juxtaposition of music, race and culture where we find the multi- 

dimensional significance of African American display and portrayal through the 

performance idiom of minstrelsy and coon songs in the late nineteenth century through 

the 1930’s. Examining this occurrence is crucial to understanding nineteenth century 

white racial ideology, black culture and consciousness, and the construction of American 

ideas of race through culture and music. Eric Lott contends that any true understanding of 

American culture and ideas must begin with understanding blackface minstrelsy and then 

finding new sources to mine while further excavating those manifestations which have 

been relegated to the “museum of American embarrassments;”10 confronting them from 

less restricted and more reductive thinking and methodology. A methodology in which it 

is never enough to compress the study of American culture down to practicality and 

expediency versus moral absolutism. It is imperative that we choose not to insist only on 

seeing the metaphors and images, and not to perceive the traditions of minstrelsy and 

coon songs as only another issuance of nineteenth-century whites appropriating African 

culture and oppressing American blacks.  

 Jazz music is a uniquely American art form that originally stems from blackface 

                                                
10 Lott, Love and Theft, 25-39. 
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minstrelsy and then the evolution of the coon songs into ragtime, stride, New Orleans 

jazz, and then the celebrated swing jazz era. Coon songs have to be perceived and 

unpacked as part of a narrative within a conflicted vernacular; part historical, part 

cultural, part relic of a different yet still fully realized American ideology of race. De-

sentimentalizing the myth of American race ideologies and the romanticized notions of 

the jazz narrative reveals how in an extensive historical research a disturbing reality is 

always preferable to a soothing falsehood.  

 Regarding the coon song craze and developing the narrative on the earliest facets of 

the jazz music and cultural idioms provides us with an indelible appreciation for the 

complexity of our social and cultural history, a more sophisticated sense of our 

weaknesses and strengths, and a profoundly enriched empathy for the American cultural 

identity. Studying blackface minstrelsy, coon songs and the foundations of the American 

jazz narrative also offers up the stunning truths of black culture and a realization of the 

human capacity and ability of African Americans to take such unimaginable pain and 

oppression, and turn it into creative beauty and immeasurable posterity. As Eric Lott so 

stunningly conveys in his 1993 landmark, groundbreaking American studies text and 

methodologies in dealing with sensitive subject matters such as blackface minstrelsy, we 

must avoid at all costs the scholarly temptation to compress cultural manifestations into 

moral pretense.11 It is not enough to observe, survey and then argue for or against the 

seemingly obvious good and bad in our collective historical and cultural past, and then 

naively leave it there, while trying to somehow progress and move forward. 

                                                
11 Lott, Love and Theft, 33-39. 
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 Working from a methodological approach in the tradition of Robert G. O’Meally, 

Lynn Abbot and Doug Seroff, Wintrhop Jordan, Lawrence Levine, Eric Lott, John 

Strausbaugh, James M. Salem, David Roedigger, Michael Rogin, Gerald Early, with 

special indebtedness to Eric Lott, Greil Marcus, Albert Murray, and most of all Ralph 

Ellison; some of the framework questions and issues which arose from this artistic-meets-

scholarly-approach were: Surrounded by such overt and harsh racialized ideology, how 

did African Americans cross the color divide and insert themselves, their stories and 

culture, into mainstream American entertainment and how did white and black audiences 

and living rooms across America react? Eric Lott maintains: “If at this juncture we are to 

understand anything more about popular racial feeling in the United States, we must no 

longer be satisfied merely to condemn the terrible pleasures of cultural material such as 

minstrelsy, for their legacy is all around us.”12  

 In America those who get to create culture, and those who get to curate culture, 

aren't necessarily linear. If we are white, we are products of the history that our ancestors 

chose. If we are black, we are products of the history that our ancestors most likely did 

not choose. If we are both white and black we are products of both of the latter histories, 

but belong to neither. We have to understand these things in order to reconcile with our 

past, and further untangle the severely compounded and unresolved contradictions of our 

cultural and racial ideology. As Scott DeVaux puts it:  

What remains unspoken in this formulation is a crucial social factor: race. 
The progress of jazz is mapped onto the social progress of its creators--black 
Americans who, as Ralph Ellison noted in 1948, had been "swept from 

                                                
12 Eric Lott, Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1993) 11. 
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slavery to the condition of industrial man and a space of time so telescoped 
(a bare eighty-five years) that it is possible literally for them to step from 
feudalism into the vortex of industrialism simply by moving across the 
Mason-Dixon line" (283-84). Assimilation as full citizens and an integrated 
(if white-controlled) society seemed the obvious and desired outcome of this 
remarkable cultural journey. The equally remarkable progress of the black 
man's music from rural folk music to the international concert hall, a social 
acceptance far in advance of what could be expected in other spheres, was 
often taken as an encouraging sign that this outcome was possible, perhaps 
inevitable.13

                                                
13 Scott DeVaux, “Constructing the Jazz Tradition,” In The Jazz Cadence of American 
Culture, ed. Robert G. O’Meally (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998) 499. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
 

THE PRODUCTION OF RACE  
 
 

The Songs of America’s Cultural Dilemma in the Late Nineteenth Century  
 

 
 Establishing the evolution of race as a cultural idiom and the dispersing and 

formation of racial ideologies and convictions in America during the era of the coon song 

craze is the objective at hand here. The truth of the matter is “race” doesn’t even exist as 

we’ve been taught to think it does. The production of race as an ideological stipulation in 

America coincides directly with the cultural formations of blackface minstrelsy and coon 

songs.14 The idea of race in America is a cultural construct, built on archetyping through 

racialization of the “other,” and codified philosophical convention, not anything that can 

ever be scientifically or biologically categorized. Words set to music and imagery can 

become internalized notions of “truth” and sensibility very easily; even without active 

thought or discerned explanation. In placing the context and emphasis for my study of 

coon songs and the construction of race, I first looked to antebellum slavery and then 

moved to the late nineteenth century looking into American cultural formations and 

social conditions. After establishing a narrower focus, I was able to center and 

concentrate this study artistically, historically and culturally; and worked to meld the 

historiography of the black and white performing artist/musician with the cultural, social 

and ideological history of nineteenth century America.  

                                                
14 Lynn Abbot and Doug Seroff, Ragged But Right: Black Traveling Shows, “Coon 
Songs,” & The Dark Pathway To Blues And Jazz (Jackson: University Press of  
Mississippi, 2007) 1-8. 
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 In American culture both past and present music is perhaps the single greatest 

persuader there is. It is also one of the greatest human catalysts. Add to this the 

explanations of R.W. Rydell that there were those: “...who sought opportunities to work 

with novel and modern musical idioms by anchoring them to the bedrock of familiar 

forms of white supremacy found in blackface minstrelsy—a performance tradition that 

had also mastered the art of narrating in musical (and emotional) form contemporary 

social, economic, and political issues.”15 Another fundamental element of the 

construction of race in America through coon songs and one of the cornerstones of 

Jacksonian ideology in nineteenth-century America that can be seen and heard in coon 

songs are the philosophical and cultural conventions of “black” existence. This was a life 

in which African Americans functioned and lived under the comprehensive expectation 

of assuring and convincing the favor of whites by meekly and obediently submitting to 

every variety of contempt, indignity and wrong. But as black performers and artists 

gained notoriety, what was once a white counterfeit performance and cultural idiom, 

became instead a musical mode of resisting the brutal aggressions of racism from a place 

of freedom, principle and black sensibility. This resistance and reversal was happening as 

black artists and people were taking their rightful place in American society and history 

as elevated human beings, while also assuming their new American roles and 

responsibilities of wage earner, neighbor, community member, and citizen. 

 Deconstructing the construction of race in America through the African American 

musical experience is one pathway to a more comprehensive understanding of our 

                                                
15 R.W. Rydell, Soundtracks of Empire, 1-14. 
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collective history. A crucial fragment of the challenge in reconstructing the ideas and 

philosophies of “us being us” is the lack of historical archive on antebellum and 

emancipated blacks, and the fact that the African American side of our history goes 

largely untold and unaccounted for except in the musical idiom and tradition where there 

is a wealth of knowledge and history inextricably related to our political, social and 

cultural histories. According to Gerald Early, the contradictions within the cultural 

paradox of African American history are a result of the almost complete exclusion of 

black history from the cannon of the traditionally politicized ‘official’ version of 

American history until the World War II era.16 As Early also notes, slavery, the Civil War 

and Reconstruction, and emancipation ushered African Americans into Western society, 

and American culture and civilization, but in doing so the double-edged gift of 

expedience bore its ugly head.17  

 Through the culture of coon songs, blacks were depicted, portrayed and thus 

presented “largely as objects, not agents, as primitives, as an unfortunate population 

whose presence was largely an annoyance, a misfortune, or a tragedy.”18 The staggering 

popularity of coon songs suggests a deeper psychology and other cultural ramifications at 

play though. Notions of fear, sentiments of wonderment, ragged rhythms and kinetic 

harmonies, and novel black and white interactions fueled the coon song craze and the 

creation of a culture and politics of race in America. African Americans had been 

rejected and denied a respectful place in society through the disavowal of a history or 

                                                
16 Early, African-American History, 31-32.  
17 Early, African-American History, 32-34. 
18 Early, African-American History, 32.	  
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culture. Yet at the same time blacks were at the very foundations of the fabric that is the  

collective historiography of American identity, ideology and triumph; with inclusion 

provided by way of blackface minstrelsy and coon songs. As Early explains:  

This neglect, this denial, however, did not stop blacks from being an 
object of fascination for whites, with stage minstrelsy, with books and 
commentaries about race and the meaning of racial characteristics and 
traits, with ritualized lynching and acts of terrorism, with laws against 
miscegenation and socializing between the races, and against blacks 
exerting any sort of political presence in the land. Their being a people 
without a history made them, in the eyes of whites, a people unworthy of 
respect, which whites reinforced by making them a people without power, 
but they were not, by any means, a people devoid of interest. Indeed, they 
had a deviant allure, largely because what whites saw in black people was 
what they feared to see in themselves.19 

These forms of racialized hyperbole were nothing new to American culture. 

Winthrop Jordan argues that this kind of culture making was a result of facing the 

realities of slavery and in finding a certain willingness to do so, there was “exposed an 

inner inability to face reality, and unwillingness to admit the true dimensions of the 

problem.”20 Coon songs revealed the social instabilities within the production of race in 

America and because the culture of coon songs is so ambiguous and contradictory in its 

dichotomous nature it became the most popular American forum for exploring, 

discussing, addressing, expressing, and forming the social and cultural distances between 

the two foremost “races” in America. 

According to David Roediger in his book The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the 

Making of the American Working Class, the ascription of the word ‘coon’ onto the 

                                                
19 Gerald Early, Lure and Loathing: Essays on Race, Identity and the Ambivalence of 
Assimilation (New York: Penguin Books, 1994) 3-12. 
20 Winthrop Jordan, White Over Black: American Attitudes toward the Negro 1550-1812 
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1968) 371.	  
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African American and the rise of the cultural convention of race as an idea in America 

develops with the first musical to be published in America.21 This was a musical variation 

of what would later become ‘Yankee Doodle,’ performed by an African American 

performer as he played a character named Raccoon in 1767.22 Move forward 

approximately six decades and we witness the blackface minstrel depiction of the 

northern, dandified, free African American Jump Jim Crow as portrayed by the white 

actor and singer Thomas Dartmouth Rice, and the popularization of the Zip Coon 

character played by the white performer George Washington Dixon. Move again six 

decades ahead to fin-de-siècle America and we bear witness to the decidedly flamboyant 

and inherently racist song publications that were selling at astronomically high rates as 

published sheet music while being played in concert venues and parlors all across the 

country amidst the craze which surrounded the culture of coon songs.23  

Coon songs were a moral and social catastrophe, and the direct descendant of 

blackface minstrelsy that became the most popular form of American entertainment in the 

nineteenth century. As James H. Dorman describes it, “The immense popularity of the 

“coon” image nationwide merely reflected the ongoing commitment to racist assumptions 

that underlay the system of American apartheid in which blacks were maintained in 

subordinate and subservient roles.”24 So many things became codified in the music, from 

                                                
21 David Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness: Race and the Making of the American 
Working Class (London and New York: Verso, 1991) 97. 
22 David Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness, 97-98. 
23 Roediger, The Wages of Whiteness, 116-117. 
24 James H. Dormon, “Shaping the Popular Image of Post-Reconstruction American 
Blacks: The “Coon Song” Phenomenon of the Gilded Age,” American Quarterly Vol. 40, 
No. 4 (December 1988): 465, https://www.jstor.org/stable/2712997.	  
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emancipation and manifest destiny, to the embedded ideology of American racism, bound 

to imperialist notions of empire building.  

The psychological and material frailties of a culture and ethnicity of people nearly 

destroyed by slavery and class ideology were put on display through song and dance, in 

parlors and homes throughout domesticated America in the 1800’s as fodder for 

entertainment and escapism from a moral conundrum of unimaginable magnitude. As 

R.W. Rydell puts it, “In some respects, one might argue that these stereotypes of sexual 

wantonness and savagery simply reflected the dominant popular opinions of most white 

Americans. But these songs did much more. Like photographs and cartoons that helped 

Americans visualize empire, these songs, with their graphic covers, made empire visible 

and audible.”25 Cue the “law of unintended consequences,” emotional and psychological 

entanglements, and unresolved cultural contradictions, and enter ragtime, black 

consciousness, and the rise of jazz.  

 Musically, artistically, and socially, coon songs were the most direct fore-bearer 

and melodic, harmonic, and cultural foundation for America’s highly sophisticated, 

profoundly influential art form of jazz. Even so, more often than not, and even in the 

most detailed accounts of the richly varied historical components which make up the 

narrative of our uniquely American art form of jazz, the cultural and musical traditions of 

blackface minstrelsy and coon songs have been decidedly dismissed from the discussion; 

or included only as a signifier of the emotionally driven human folly of “race song” 

publishing and the incalculably confused and conflicted American republic. But in doing 

                                                
25 Rydell, Soundtracks of Empire, 11.  
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so, those narrowly conceived and more historically compressed studies of jazz and 

American culture miss the opportunity for a further nuanced reading of the cultivation of 

coon songs from both whites and blacks, and a more complete understanding of the 

complex social and cultural evolutions that could have only taken place within the 

American republic. Coon songs were the collective and conflicted answer to the need for 

realized cultural interaction after the confusions and contradictions of emancipation 

became apparent. Coon songs can indeed be seen as a whole way of conflict, but this 

craze wasn’t just a culture war. It was also an expression of human capacity, and 

downright expedience for African American artists and musicians.  

 When we ask questions of how race is seen and understood in America it is 

important to unveil not only the forces behind such culture making, but the places where 

such concepts arise and then inhabit society. In Whiteness of A Different Color, and his 

work on the Alchemy of Race, Matthew Frye Jacobson argues that race doesn’t reside in 

nature at all, but instead in the contingencies of the nature of politics.26 Subsequently 

then, his studies focus in on the notion that race in America isn’t just an issue of 

conception; it’s equally an issue of perception.27 “Race relations, in this sense, are not so 

much the relations that exist between individuals of different races as between individuals 

conscious of those differences.”28  

 Discrimination and the American concept of race were founded by and aligned with 

the nineteenth-century majority contention that African Americans were beyond the 

                                                
26 Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color, 8-9. 
27 Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color, 9. 
28 Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color, 105.	  
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realm of civilization and genetically inferior to whites. Coon songs were a validation of 

these notions, and an answer for the post emancipation, socio-psychological and cultural 

catastrophe that was abounding. Coon songs were a formulaic, codified, culturally 

justified musical demonstration of the irrationality of the American conception and 

construction of a definitively racialized society. Coon songs were the culture at the roots 

of race consciousness in American society and researching them helps us understand the 

categories of “nature” which were prescribed by humans and not nature.  

 Coon songs were a cultural claim to “whiteness” and racial superiority via a 

depiction and portrayal of what was seen as the contrasting “otherness” and “blackness” 

of African Americans. It was the way in which post-Reconstruction era American culture 

created racial differences as well as asserted and erased them all at the same time. As 

Matthew Frye Jacobsen explains: 

But it would also be worth noting that the age of minstrelsy roughly 
coincides with the age of problematic whiteness. It would be a mistake to 
venture that the minstrel tradition accomplished any one thing exclusively. 
Indeed, the act of blacking up is complex: it provided a visual idiom for 
projecting, disavowing, and yet appropriating certain traits presumed to be 
racial; it was a means of cultural theft and political protest; and it gave voice 
to anti-modernism and to a raucous white republicanism, as scholars like 
Michael Rogin have demonstrated.29 

Understanding and viewing these historical waypoints with only moral assumptions 

and the ill feelings that naturally arise is intellectually dismissive. It also refutes the 

ambiguous nature, and dichotomous and complex history behind the true cultural 

significance of minstrelsy and the role of coon song in American studies. One of Eric 

Lott’s concepts of unpacking the ambiguities and complexities of race as a cultural idea is 

                                                
29 Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color, 121. 
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to understand the need for a racial discourse from both blacks and whites in order for a 

more comprehensive understanding of social conflict and cultural exchange in America: 

“It appears that during this stretch of American cultural history the intercourse between 

racial cultures was at once so attractive and so threatening as to require a cultural marker 

or visible sign of cultural interaction.”30 Nineteenth-century Americans needed a way to 

understand each other, and blackface minstrelsy and coon songs were the perfect matrix 

for communicating a new cultural dialogue.  

This line of thinking speaks directly to what is so fascinating and progressive about 

James H. Dorman’s work on coon songs, his scholarly ideas behind coon songs, and his 

explanations of the deeply seated need in nineteenth-century-white society for 

“serviceable forms of rationalization...” to comprehend the unresolved conflicts and 

dissonances behind the sociological condition of race in America.31 Dorman asserts that 

in the unpacking of coon songs the scholar must note the importance of understanding the 

“socio-psychological” need for ascription and the roots of race production in coon song, 

and that doing so within this historical context provides some of the most complete 

explanations of the coon song craze.32 This in turn directly agrees with both Strausbaugh 

and Lott’s valuations on the deeper cultural and philosophical significance of blackface 

minstrelsy and coon songs: “Simply condemning it all as an entertainment that pandered 

                                                
30 Lott, Love and Theft, 7. 
31 Dorman, Shaping the Popular Image of Post-Reconstruction American Blacks, 464. 
32 Dorman, Shaping the Popular Image, 450-471. 
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to White racism does not begin to account for its complexities, its confusion, its neuroses. 

It simultaneously laughed at and wept for Southern Blacks.”33 

                                                
33 Lott, Love and Theft, 101.	  
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CHAPTER THREE 
 

 
RACIAL IDEOLOGY AND PORTRAYING BLACKNESS  

 
 

The Depiction of Race in America and The Art of The Coon Song Craze 

 The struggle for black equality and the dismantling of white supremacy in America 

began with the first crossing of a slave ship centuries ago, grew in the era of minstrelsy 

and coon songs in America, and continues today. Abject subjugation as deemed by skin 

color was nothing new, but song, dance and popular art gave these forms of subjugation 

an American inflection. In the nineteenth-century culture was “attached” to race. In light 

of current events in places such as Ferguson, Missouri and New York City, fashion trends 

from Gucci, and films from the likes of Spike Lee and Jordan Peele, and the everyday 

political and social climate we find ourselves in once again, it would be disingenuous to 

suppose that these issues of unresolved contradiction don’t still loom large. The 

construction of race in America through the convention of blackface and the conspicuous 

depiction of African Americans as crazed, lazy, depressed, sullen, ignorant characters 

that began with blackface minstrelsy and which continued with coon song by entering 

and weaving it’s way into the lives of domesticated America in parlors and living rooms 

all across the country is still very much with us.  

 In the late 1870s a transformation in blackface minstrelsy to coon songs began 

taking place. “This was not so much a decline as a spreading out into other forms of mass 

entertainment. Minstrelsy bequeathed its cast of racial caricatures, along with the 

dehumanizing ridicule which had literally informed them, to the nation’s popular 
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culture.”34 This immensely popular culture was the coon song craze and subsequently 

Ragtime. My work follows and borrows directly from Alexander Saxton’s research and 

Eric Lott’s perspective and theory which differ from the typical historiography (which 

bases analysis and philosophy on racial aversion), and on the permeability of the race line 

in America. A line in which blackface minstrelsy, and then coon songs were depictions 

and representations of “cross-racial desire that coupled a nearly insupportable fascination 

and a self-protective derision with respect to black people and their cultural practices, and 

that made blackface minstrelsy less a sign of absolute white power and control, than of 

panic, anxiety, terror, and pleasure.”35 And as Lott continues to explain, as it turned out, 

“the blackface minstrel show worked for over a hundred years to facilitate the exchange 

of social energies between two otherwise rigidly bound and policed cultures, a shape-

shifting middle-term in racial conflict which began to disappear in the 1920’s once its 

historical function had been performed.”36  

 This formative and transitive period in America also saw the earliest formations of 

grand political parties and the scathing and divisive propaganda that became the 

pedigrees of the earliest mass distributed newspapers.37 Saxton, in citing T. Alston 

Brown, also explains that blackface minstrelsy was the most popular form of 

entertainment in America, “intrinsic to the manifestation of the culture of urbanized 

                                                
34 Alexander Saxton, “Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology,” In Locating 
American Studies: The Evolution of a Discipline, ed. Lucy Maddox (Baltimore and 
London: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999) 137. 
35 Lott, Love and Theft, 11. 
36 Lott, Love and Theft, 7. 
37 Alexander Saxton, Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology, 114-142.	  
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Jacksonian America,”38 while Lott conveys that it “…also reveals popular culture to be a 

place where cultures of the dispossessed are routinely commoditized--and contested. The 

heedless (and ridiculing) appropriation of ‘black’ culture by whites in the minstrel show, 

as many contemporaries recognized, was little more than cultural robbery, a form of what 

Marx called expropriation, which troubled guilty whites all the more because they were 

so attracted to the culture they plundered.”39  

In the mid-to-late nineteenth century the moralization of the contradictions of 

politics and American philosophies, and the altered perceptions of the contentious race 

dilemma set the premise for making meaning through establishing authenticity; the role 

of the heroic image tied to narrative; and then narrative tied to racial grouping and the 

racializing of the “other,” tied then to American identity and perceptions of reality: 

Racial identities are cultural artifacts which masquerade as ‘natural’ 
categories. In this sense, they are an ongoing deception which the public 
practices every day. The ability of some people to ‘pass,’ to deceive the 
public into believing they are of one race when their ancestry supposedly 
consigns them to another, subverted the supposedly “natural” boundaries 
that defined America’s racial hierarchies. The slipperiness of racial 
characteristics in this regard, and the confusion that ensued as Americans 
tried to sort individuals into ever more complicated “racial” groups on the 
basis of supposedly self-evident features—skin color, head shape, nose size, 
and so forth—combined with their centrality to social order, made them a fit 
subject for popular amusement. They were at the heart of artful deceptions 
like Barnum’s What Is It? and the minstrel show, in which white performers 
so convincingly donned blackface and assumed “Negro” song and dance 
traditions that many audiences ceased to see them as white men. Conversely, 
when African Americans began performing minstrel shows after the Civil 
War, they were often suspected of being white men in disguise.40 

                                                
38 Saxton, Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology, 119-122. 
39 Lott, Love and Theft, 8. 
40 Lott, Love and Theft, 58.  
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 Born of a fear of the newly unknown culture and history of the white man’s burden, 

and by design produced in an effort to subdue African Americans and further profit in a 

post-slavery era, Coon songs became the pop culture and music of its time, the link to 

early rag-time and jazz and as direct descendant of blackface minstrelsy. John 

Strausbaugh asserts: “At the end of the nineteenth century, the most vile racist form of 

stereotyping yet -- the infamous “coon song” -- was pioneered by a Black entertainer.”41 

Heralded as art and entertainment, and accepted as status quo in the American tradition of 

Jacksonian ideology, blackface minstrelsy and coon songs became an indelible element 

of the American experience.42 This hugely popular form of entertainment coincidentally 

popularized and transmitted aspects of black culture all across America in the 1800s, 

offering an audible and visible look into the complexities of the newly minted cultural 

mingling of African Americans and European Americans forming in a simmering 

mixture of independence and freedom.  

 As Alexander Saxton so astutely conveys, blackface minstrel shows expressed class 

identification and hostility; they conveyed ethnic satire as well as social and political 

commentary on wide-ranging, sometimes radical characters; and they often contained 

explicitly sexual, homosexual and pornographic messages. Taken as a whole, the genre 

provided a kind of underground theater where the blackface “convention” rendered 

permissible topics that would have been taboo on the legitimate stage or in the press.43 

Spontaneity and ad-libbing favored a flexible approach to different audiences and 

                                                
41 John Strausbaugh, Black Like You: Blackface, Whiteface, Insult & Imitation in 
American Popular Culture (New York: Penguin Group, 2006) 101. 
42 Saxton, Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology, 114-142. 
43 Saxton, Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology, 114-142.	  
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regions, changing moods and times. This combination of adaptability and liberty of 

subject matter explains in part the popularity and staying power of blackface minstrelsy 

as mass entertainment. It was linked from its earliest beginnings to Jacksonian 

democracy.44 As Saxton further explains: “The rise of the first mass party in America and 

the dominance of the minstrel show as mass entertainment appear to have been 

interrelated and mutually reinforcing sequences. Finally, the “convention” of blackface 

was by no means separate from minstrelsy’s social content or neutral in regard to it. On 

the contrary it saturated that content.”45 For a study of the ideology of blackface minstrel 

shows and then coon songs, the interpretation of form and content is relentlessly at the 

crux of the matter.46  

 For African American as well as white performers and musicians in the mid-1800s 

up to the turn of the century, there was no other viable commercial avenue for popular 

and financially earnest success in composition and publishing, music, theatre, and 

performance other than blackface minstrelsy and coon songs; lest you were a novelty act 

of prodigious or freakish capacity, a musician or singer in the Sacred musical tradition of 

the U.S., or a white performer of such virtuosic artistic talent and ability that making a 

living was of no matter. For African Americans during the late nineteenth century this 

was the only platform for individual and collective liberation of black people. The 

question again arises: For new generations of freed African Americans was participation 

in this form of popular entertainment a hold over from slavery, constructed racism and 

                                                
44 Saxton, Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology, 114-142. 
45 Saxton, Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology, 137. 
46 Saxton, Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology, 114-142.	  
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continued oppression and self-abasement? Or was it a form of modernity hiding in 

subversive mockery, a direct holdover of the African trickster song and dance tradition 

which sustained a musical and cultural identity while poking fun and frivolity at the utter 

stupidity of a philosophical ideology created of supremacist convention and not of any 

hard science of biological fact in an effort to maintain a meaningful, peaceful and artistic 

resistance and existence? As Strausbaugh notes: “Early audiences so often suspected that 

they were being entertained by actual Negroes that minstrelsy sheet music began the 

proto-Brechtian practice of picturing blackface performers out of costume as well as 

in…”47 From these points of view we can agree with Saxton that “By setting a heroic, 

tragic concept of human destiny in a conventional form which denied human status to 

nonwhites, [blackface minstrelsy] acted out the most appalling aspect of Jacksonian 

ideology. It is useless to debate whether the minstrels created or merely reflected this 

ideology; mass entertainment necessarily transmits as it creates and creates in 

transmitting.”48  

 

 

 

                                                
47 Strausbaugh, Black Like You, 20. 
48 Saxton, Blackface Minstrelsy and Jacksonian Ideology, 139.	  
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Figure 1. A minstrel songs sheet music publication cover artwork from 1884, found in 
millions of homes across America throughout the 19th, and well into the 20th century. 
Johns Hopkins University, The Lester S. Levy Sheet Music Collection, 
https://levysheetmusic.mse.jhu.edu/collection/138/008.   
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Figure 2. The “Original Jim Crow,” in a lithograph showing T.D. Rice in his portrayal of 
Jump Jim Crow on the cover artwork of original sheet music from the show and sheet 
music published in 1830. Credit: Private Collection / Contraband Collection, 
http://www.alamy.com. Photograph of a performance poster from the original “Jump Jim 
Crow” shows and sheet music published in the 1830s. Private Collection/ Contraband 
Collection, http://www.alamy.com. Thomas Dartmouth Rice was a white actor who 
performed in blackface using African-American voice, song and dance on stage with his 
signature character and song “Jump Jim Crow.” He was one of the first blackface 
minstrelsy performers in America. Rice began performing his popular stage show in 
approximately 1828 and as Jump Jim Crow rose to international fame in 1834. His 
portrayal of Jim Crow marked the beginnings of a new event in American pop culture 
and entertainment. (Katrina Dyonne Thompson, Ring, Shout, Wheel About: The Racial 
Politics of Music and Dance in North American Slavery, 169-172., and Strausbaugh, 
Black Like You, 57-60
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Figure 3. This image is from the cover of the “Zip Coon” sheet music published in 1834 
by J.L. Hewett & Co., New York City. The Library of Congress, 
https://www.loc.gov/item/sm1834.360780/. T.D Rice’s contemporary counterpart in 
blackface minstrelsy was another white man, George Washington Dixon. G.W. Dixon 
began his stage career working in the circus in Albany, New York. After playing roles in 
a Negro burlesque in New York City his fame and career would become historical. Dixon 
found his greatest success in performing as a black-faced character singing and dancing 
the coon songs from “Zip Coon,” first performed in 1828, and then published in 1834. 
(Strausbaugh, Black Like You, 78-82.)  
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Figure 4. Sheet music with dance step instructions included at the bottom from “Zip 
Coon.” Popularized in the 1830’s, this version was published in 1845 in New York City 
by C.T. Geslain. Robert Ashley, “The Crow Quadrilles,” (New York: New York, C.T. 
Geslain, 1845), 
 http://digital.library.temple.edu/cdm/ref/collection/p15037coll1/id/6875.    
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O ole Zip Coon he is a larned skoler, 
O ole Zip Coon he is a larned skoler, 
 
Sings possum up a gum tree an coony in a holler. 
possum up a gum tree, coony on a stump, 
possum up a gum tree, coony on a stump, 
Den over dubble trubble, Zip coon will jump. 
 
O Zip a duden duden duden duden duden duden day. 
O Zip a duden duden duden duden duden duden day. 
Zip a duden duden duden zip a duden day. 
 
O its old Suky blue skin, she is in lub wid me 
I went the udder arter noon to take a dish ob tea; 
What do you tink now, Suky had for supper, 
Why chicken foot and posum heel, widout any butter. 
 
Did you eber see the wild goose, sailing on de occean, 
O de wild goose motion is a bery pretty notion; 
Evry time de wild goose, beckens to de swaller, 
You hear him google google google google gollar. 
 
I went down to Sandy Hollar t other arternoon 
And the first man I chanced to meet war ole Zip Coon; 
Ole Zip Coon he is a natty scholar, 
For he play upon de Banjo "Cooney in de hollar." 
 
My old Missus she's mad wid me, 
Kase I would'nt (sic) go wid her into Tennessee 
Massa build him a barn and put in de fodder 
Twas dis ting and dat ting one ting or odder. 
 
I pose you heard ob de battle New Orleans, 
What ole Gineral Jackson gib de British bearns; 
Dare de Yankee boys do de job so slick, 
For dy cotch old Packenham an rowed him up de creek…49 
 

                                                
49 Lyrics from a coon song titled: “Old Zip Coon,” At least three people have claimed 
authorship of the song: George Washington Dixon, George Nichols, and Bob Farrell. All 
three were blackface minstrelsy performers of the piece (Farrell was actually called "Zip 
Coon," and is reported to have also sung the song in 1834). Folklorist.org, 
http://www.folklorist.org/song/Old_Zip_Coon. 
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Figure 5.	  Sheet music cover artwork from “The Phrenologist Coon,” performed and then 
published in 1901, and performed and popularized by Bert Williams, with lyrics by 
Ernest Hogan. The Library of Congress, 
 http://memory.loc.gov/diglib/ihas-natlib/loc.award.rpbaasm.0005/default.html. Bert 
Williams (November 12, 1874 – March 4, 1922) was a Bahamian-American blackface 
performer and singer, and became one of the pre-eminent entertainers of the Vaudeville 
era and one of the most popular performers for all audiences of his time. He is the best-
selling black recording artist before 1920. (W. Fitzhugh Brundage, Beyond Blackface, 1, 
8, 16, 20-24, 99-104.)  The composer of this coon song was Ernest Hogan (born Ernest 
Reuben Crowdus; 1865 – May 20, 1909), and he was the first African-American 
entertainer to produce and star in a Broadway show. (W. Fitzhugh Brundage, Beyond 
Blackface, 10, 104, 137, 139, 153.) Of note here also is co-producer George Walker. 
George Walker (1872 or 1873 – 1911) was an American vaudevillian actor, producer, 
composer, and Bert Williams’ business and performing partner. Williams and Walker 
were two of the most prominent figures of the minstrel and coon song era as a famous 
duo and production/publishing company. (W. Fitzhugh Brundage, Beyond Blackface, 8, 
22, 44, 101-104, 153, 214.) 
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Figure 6. Cover artwork for “All Coons Look Alike to Me,” which was composed by the 
African American minstrel performer and composer Ernest Hogan and published 
internationally in America, England, and Canada by M. Witmark & Sons. The Library of 
Congress. http://memory.loc.gov/diglib/ihas-natlib/loc.award.rpbaasm.0642/default.html 
Arnold Shaw wrote in his 1986, profile Black Popular Music In America that this 1896 
production was Hogan’s biggest coon song hit, and although this song brought him huge 
financial awards, it was widely known that he always regretted writing it for the rest of 
his life. When Hogan died from tuberculosis at New York in May 1909 at the age of 44, 
he was known and widely regarded as the father of ragtime, and had made nearly $30,000 
from this one song. (SongFacts.com, https://www.songfacts.com/facts/ernest-hogan/all-
coons-look-alike-to-me.) In contemporary currency that’s roughly the equivalent of: 
$900,000.  
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 Figure 7. Turn of the century popular sheet music with lyrics from Ernest Hogan’s most 
famous composition, “All Coons Look Alike To Me,” written and published in 1896, a 
piece of music that would sell millions of copies across America and in England and 
Canada as well, published by M. Whitmark & Sons, 1896.  
The Library of Karnshaw-Young, Inc., Los Angeles, California. 
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Figure 8. Cover art for “Coon’s Birthday,” a piano score, published cakewalk sheet 
music in from the year 1909, published in New York and Berlin by Jos. W. Stern & Co., 
introducing a “new” version of the cakewalk song and dance. 
https://www.worldcat.org/title/coons-birthday-negers-geburtstag-la-fete-du-du-negre-
american-cake-walk/oclc/183316478. The Library of Congress. Musically speaking this 
cakewalk can be analyzed as more harmonically advanced than the cakewalks of the 
1890’s, and displays the cakewalk’s development into a more piano based and informed, 
stride style, that became the direct forbearer to classic ragtime and New Orleans jazz. 
European composer, Paul Linke, who was also a ragtime pianist, composed this coon 
song. (Abbott & Seroff, Ragged But Right, 25-37.) 
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Figure 9. A coon song sheet music cover artwork from 1885, published by White, Smith 
& Company in Boston and Chicago. The Library of Congress, 
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.100007421/. 
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“De Coon Dat Carried De Razor” - song lyrics 

American Old-time song lyrics from www.traditionalmusic.co.uk 

 

“DE COON DAT CARRIED (Had) DE RAZOR”  

Went to a ball de oder night, At Susie Simkin's hut; 
Whar de coons all cany razors, And how dem niggers cut. Horace Jinks got 
in a row  

With slow-foot Jimmy Frazier; 
"Take care! " squealed out old Sallie Gum, "Dat coon has got a razor."  

Chorus. 
De coons did fly, de gals did cry For poor old Johnny Frazier; 
Dey nearly cut dat coon to death, Dat coon dat had de razor.  

Dey cut poor Johnny's coat-tail off, 
Dey carved him to de fat; 
Dey chopped his ear clean off his head, Den cut his beaver hat. 
Aunt Hannah said: "For gracious sake, You'll kill poor Johnny Frazier;" 
But he never noticed her at all, 
But slashed 'round wid dat razor. -Chorus.  

Coon come flying down de stairs, Gals all hollered murder; 
Johnny Frazier he fell down, 
He couldn't fall no further. Horace he rushed for de mokes, And old 
policeman Hazier  

Said: "I ain't gwine to take dat coon, For he has got a razor. " -Chorus.50  

                                                
50 Lyrics from a coon song titled: “De Coon Dat Had (Carried) Da Razor,” composed by 
Sam Lucas with these lyrics written by Wm. F. Quown. The Library of Congress,  
https://www.loc.gov/item/ihas.100007421/. 
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Figure 10. Piano sheet music cover artwork for a cakewalk and two-step dance piece 
from the late coon songs era, written and composed by John T. Hall and published 
internationally in 1900. Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library, Duke 
University, 
https://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/scriptorium/sheetmusic/b/b08/b0850/b0850-1-
150dpi.html. 
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Figure 11. Piano sheet music cover artwork for a cakewalk and two-step dance piece 
from the late coon songs era, written and composed by John T. Hall and published 
internationally in 1900. Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections Library, Duke 
University, 
https://library.duke.edu/rubenstein/scriptorium/sheetmusic/b/b08/b0850/b0850-1-
150dpi.html. 
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Figure 12. Interior sheet music with lyrics from “Every Race Has A Flag But The 
Coon,” written and published in the year 1900. The Library of Congress, 
https://www.loc.gov/resource/ihas.100005733.0?st=gallery. 
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Chorus Lyrics for “Every Race Has a Flag but the Coon:” 
 

For Ireland has her Harp and Shamrock 

England floats her Lion bold 

Even China waves a Dragon 

Germany an Eagle gold 

Bonny Scotland loves a Thistle 

Turkey has her Crescent Moon 

And what won’t Yankees do for their Red, White and Blue 

Every race has a flag but the coon51 

 

 

 

 
                                                
51 Chorus lyrics from a popular coon songs era sheet music that would later be answered 
by Black Nationalism leader Marcus Garvey. Garvey was a Jamaican born writer, 
publisher, and political leader, and was the founding member and first president general 
of the Universal Negro Improvement Association (Pan-Africanism movement), and 
leader of the African Communities League (UNIA), responsible for creating the Pan-
African flag in 1920. His conception and establishment of the flag was in response to the 
1900 hit coon song "Every Race Has a Flag but the Coon." The three colors on the Pan-
African flag signify: red, for the blood that was shed for liberation of black people, and 
which unites all people of African ancestry; black, in representation of the people of all 
African ancestries; and green, for the abundant natural wealth of Africa. (Chic African 
Culture, http://www.theafricangourmet.com/2016/10/red-black-and-green-every-race-
has-flag.html.) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

CONCLUSION 

 
 We are still constructing race through culture in America; and it’s still driven by 

and manifested in music. From the Euro-American tradition of blackface minstrelsy 

evolves the coon song, and from coon songs we reap ragtime, and then we get jazz, funk, 

and now hip-hop. Using what would become conventional ragtime harmonic structures 

and melodic forms, coon songs utilized text within musical idiom to reinforce and convey 

a standardized set of beliefs and opinions on race in America. As Jennifer Lynn Stoever 

explains: “Essentialist ideas about “black” sounds and listening offered white elites a new 

method of grounding racial abjection in the body while cultivating white listening 

practices as critical, discerning, and delicate and, above all, as the standard of citizenship 

and personhood.”52 Coon songs were at the center of the developing American social, 

cultural and political narrative of black oppression that preserved segregation and were 

also the base foundation for the indelible black achievements in music, that together 

became the construction of race in post antebellum America. In the long narrative 

tradition of the jazz chronicle being a culture shaping and ideology denying music, in 

coon songs and ragtime we see the first issuance of a cultural dismantling of white 

supremacist symbolism and display through music, “triumphant reversal” of the legacies 

of slavery through melody and refrain, and realized liberation for black people in 

America. Just as historians Orlando Patterson and David T. Goldberg argue in Dexter B. 

                                                
52 Jennifer Lynn Stoever, The Sonic Color Line: Race and the Cultural Politics of 
Listening (New York: New York University Press, 2016) 5. 
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Gordon’s Black Identity: Rhetoric, Ideology, and Nineteenth-Century Black Nationalism, 

any fully coherent study of nineteenth-century African Americans must address both the 

symbolic and material machinations and instruments behind the enslavement of people.53  

 The same principles must be explored in reference to the study of coon songs and 

the craze that overtook American culture and music writ large. D. Goldberg again 

asserted: “The oppressive white supremacist culture of antebellum America, circa 1815-

61, was maintained with an array of symbolic instruments that included social norms, 

ideas, values, and other cultural expressions such as art, media, and architecture.”54 This 

notion of looking at both symbol and material goes hand in hand with better 

understanding and then unpacking the philosophical ambiguities and moral conflicts of 

coon songs. Unabashed and unapologetic in their depiction of black Americans as less 

than human, ignorant, violent and overtly sexualized, beast-like creatures of burden, coon 

songs of the 1890‘s represented a floundering American culture drowning in the folly of 

racial ideology and desperately trying to find a way to justify the continued ides of 

slavery and racial subjugation, while creating meaning and identity in the midst of fear, 

anxiety and total confusion.55 The popular musical genre that would later become the art 

form of jazz emerged from the demeaning racial stereotypes and archetypes that were 

articulating white fears and resentment, relics from the times of slavery that further 

became part of conventionalized American culture and law by way of blackface 

minstrelsy beginning in 1834, peaking in the 1890’s, and eventually getting (mostly) lost 

                                                
53 Dexter B. Gordon, Black Identity: Rhetoric, Ideology, and Nineteenth-Century Black 
Nationalism (Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern Illinois University Press, 2003) 40. 
54 Gordon, Black Identity, 8. 
55 Lott, Love and Theft, 242-246.	  
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in the gigantic shadows of early 20th century jazz music.  

 The coon song was indeed formulaic and codified -- melodic, rhythmic and 

harmonic musical escapism from the stage and hot off the publishing presses that 

justified the moral and social catastrophes of race construction and ideology in America. 

A newly coined, fanciful and dandy, toe tapping set of jingles which danced and sounded 

all the way into living rooms across America as a pop music, pop culture craze. Coon 

songs were a cultural idiom of song and character founded upon Anglo-American 

conceptions of “blackness.” Coon songs were the music and imagery which 

circumscribed the signification of whites depicting blacks being black, while ascribing 

and embedding the disenfranchisement of African Americans as a lesser being into post 

antebellum popular culture.56 In 1977 American Studies scholar William T. Lhamon, Jr. 

put forth the argument that the warped and unfavorable depiction of blacks in coon songs 

“reflected the scientific racism that argued that non-whites, especially blacks, were less 

than human.”57  

 Understanding and unpacking American culture through the examination of the 

coon song craze from social, musical, historical and cultural points-of-view is essential to 

the jazz studies scholar. James H. Dorman does this by exploring the meanings and 

nature of coon songs and the cultural ideologies of the time period in which coon songs 

                                                
56 James M. Salem, “African American Songwriters and Performers in the Coon Song 
Era: Black Innovation and American Popular Music,” In The Columbia Journal of 
American Studies. http://www.columbia.edu/cu/cjas/salem1.html. 
57 “African-American Musical Theater”, 1890—(2012), In Continuum Encyclopedia of 
Popular Music of the World (London: Bloomsbury, 2012) Credo Web reference.	  
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were so immensely popular.58 To comprehensively unpack race as musical idiom and the 

ideology behind coon song, and then the notion of American music as a forum for 

reversing racist ideology, it becomes of utmost importance to perceive coon songs as a 

mechanism for justifying segregation and subordination in America, while at the same 

time being a provider of agency, platform for reversal, and proxy for cultural change. As 

Dorman states: “It is at this point of social reality and ideological commitment that one 

must seek the ultimate meaning of the coon song phenomenon.”59 

 In order to understand the American idea of race and the use of music for liberation 

and equality, the cultural productions of the coon song craze era must also be unpacked 

by looking at the genre of songs from both the African American audience perspective as 

well as the eyes of the  “Paradoxically, black performers, finally free and pioneering a 

new music theater, who participated in this tendency toward vilification as a matter of 

expedience. Thus, while many coon songs were written by whites and performed by 

whites in blackface, some of the most remarkable, indelible and popular coon songs were 

written or introduced by African Americans, including Bob Cole, Ernest Hogan, Irving 

Jones, Bert Williams and George Walker.”60 Hiding in plain sight we see early African 

Americans coming together to fight for humanity, dignity, and social status and liberty 

through music and performance. As Gerald Early contends: “In turn, in the United States 

African Americans had the same ‘opportunity’ as other Americans: to reinvent 

                                                
58 Dorman, Shaping the Popular Image of Post-Reconstruction American Blacks, 471. 
59 Dorman, Shaping the Popular Image of Post-Reconstruction American Blacks, 466. 
60 William Mahar (USA), and Michael Pickering (International), “Minstrelsy,” In 
Continuum Encyclopedia of Popular Music of the World (London: Bloomsbury, 2012) 
Credo Reference. Web. 23 Mar 2015. 
http://search.credoreference.com/content/entry/bloomsbfz/minstrelsy/0.	  
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themselves. But historically they had the fewest tools with which, and the largest 

obstacles against which, to accomplish the feat.”61 

 Like any quintessential and definitive music, or any influential and groundbreaking 

work in theatre or art, the contextual and historic narratives on the capacity of the human 

spirit, and the American cultural-revolution which manifested in the search for meaning 

and answers to our unresolved contradictions are timeless reminders of the human 

condition of hope that unites us. From coon songs to the Bebop era and beyond, 

American Studies is not just about what’s said; it’s about what’s not said, it’s about how 

things are said and examined, and especially about what’s silenced. Acknowledging this 

pretense and investigating the shadows where the intersection of these distinctly 

American cultural concepts live empowers the jazz scholar-musician-performer with a 

truer sensibility and narrative of the past, present and future of this extraordinary art 

form. The juncture where the advancement of scholarly philosophy and the modernity of 

the American cultural identity meet is at the crux of the unresolved political, cultural and 

social contradictions which make up the written, performed and musical history of the 

American republic. Blackface minstrelsy, the coon song and then jazz are uniquely 

American forms of culture that help us comprehend and examine the conceptualization 

and staging of race through sometimes coerced, sometimes antagonistic, and also 

sometimes willingly staged displays and portrayals of “us being us,” in musical 

performance of myth, folklore and art, which became largely and popularly accepted as 

pure truth.  

                                                
61 Gerald Early, “African-American History,” In American Heritage, Vol. 55—Issue 6 
(Nov/Dec 2004) 94. 
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 The intriguing argument behind the study of coon songs and jazz as a platform and 

forum for examining and understanding the construction of racial ideology in America 

rests on how to understand the degree to which these idioms empowered the 

impoverished, blacks and whites, and the middle class alike. As there was a deepening 

and evolution of the cultures and sociological conditioning of the nation, so was there a 

shuffling of the matrix and vectors by which new, uniquely indigenous genres of music 

and theatrical performance in America were emerging and being conveyed, performed 

and digested. This American lineage of folk music and show business tradition is 

ultimately an amalgam of multiple cultures telling stories through sound and image, 

making empire both visible and audible; rooted in the conflicts and confounding 

contradictions of the unresolved American notions of hierarchy and ideology in the 

social, ethnic, racial, gender, political and economic history of the United States. Turn-of-

the-century American theatrical performance and music can both polarize and separate; it 

can also unite and centralize, and initiate immeasurable human and sociopolitical 

predilection, progress and prejudice all at once. 

In 1903 as the popularity of coon songs began to decline, we find the rise and 

evolution of Ragtime into the next chapter of early jazz music known as stride-piano, 

later developing into New Orleans jazz and then the immensely popular Swing jazz, the 

worlds of the coon song and jazz music historically collided in one of the less visible, yet 

most important turning points in American culture and the jazz narrative. African 

American minstrelsy artists Bert Williams and George Walker starred in the 

exceptionally successful production of “In Dahomey,” an all black musical with lyrics by 
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Paul Lawrence Dunbar, music by William Marion Cook, and staging by Jesse Ship.62 

Without this turning point that has gone largely overlooked, we don’t get to the art form 

of Bebop and thereafter the hip-hop of today.  

It was at this very same time in our history that W.E.B. DuBois asserted the 

“double-consciousness” of black Americans (“always measuring one’s soul by the tape of 

the world that looks on in amused contempt and pity,” in a constant experience of 

“twoness—an American, a Negro…two unreconciled strivings”)63 Coon songs and then 

jazz were the result of things possible only in America. A forming nation in a state of 

organized flux which mirrored the inharmonious sociological and cultural conditions; a 

music and a society of conflict and constant self-expression through cyclical reinvention 

in song and dance and theatre. This music evoked a calibrated cultural response, ideas of 

identity and place, racial ideology, “triumphant reversal,”64 and the foundations of the 

American art form of jazz.  

Until we address, talk about, and find methods to understand and then work to 

undue our contradictions of ideology by comprehensively unpacking the American music 

tradition founded upon blackface minstrelsy and coon songs, we are profoundly failing 

ourselves in allowing a poverty of empathy and an absence of commons-sense 

intelligence and creative imagination. This manner of racialized thinking seems to find us 

                                                
62 Fitzhugh W. Brundage ed., In Beyond Blackface: African Americans and the Creation 
of American Popular Culture, 1890-1930 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina 
Press, 2011) 99, 110, 112, 141. 
63 Early, Lure and Loathing, Introduction. 
64 Scott DeVaux, “Constructing The Jazz Tradition,” In The Jazz Cadence of American 
Culture, Robert G. O’Meally ed., (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998) 483-
512.	  
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in a perpetual cycle of flailing in the follies of our own inventing. This narrow reasoning 

also comes with the costs of denying and also neglecting the designs and goals of our 

constitution and also the very necessary American Civil Rights movement. As Gerald 

Early states: “There has always been a populist strain running through some black 

historiography that largely consists of the idea that the redemption of the African-

American mind, as well as the political salvation of the African-American, will come 

with a proper understanding of a history that has not only been denied by whites but 

distorted and stolen.”65 

As Eric Lott expresses: “Only by beginning to inventory the deposits of feeling for 

which blackface performance has been responsible can we hope to acknowledge the 

social origins and psychological motives of “racial” impulses, reckonings, and 

unconscious reactions that lie so deep in most Caucasians as to feel inevitable and indeed 

natural.”66 If you take the broad ranging, sum-total of these artistic narratives, voice of 

the performer-intellect-human, recent scholarly studies, and perhaps less conventional 

methods of inquiry, and then apply them to the culture of coon songs, we are provided 

with a much more comprehensive understanding of race, culture, and jazz music in 

America. We can also better understand and survey the deep significance of the ethos 

behind the coon song, and the profound influence the brilliant musicians and composers 

behind coon songs and ragtime culture had on America and the history of music.  

Ralph Ellison, who stands as the benchmark for all in jazz writing and scholarship, 

so eloquently sums all of this up in his writings on the foundational book by Amiri 

                                                
65 Early, African American History, 3. 
66 Lott, Love and Theft, 11.	  
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Baraka (known in the past as LeRoi Jones), Blues People, about the history of black 

music in America:  

Technique was then, as today, the key to creative freedom, but before this 
came a will toward expression. Thus, Jones’s theory to the contrary, Negro 
musicians have never, as a group, felt alienated from any music sounded 
within their hearing, and it is my theory that it would be impossible to 
pinpoint the time when they were not shaping what Jones calls the 
mainstream of American music. Indeed, what group of musicians has made 
more of the sound of the American experience? Nor am I confining my 
statement to the sound of the slave experience, but am saying that the most 
authoritative rendering of America in music is that of American Negroes. 
For as I see it, from the days of their introduction into the colonies, Negroes 
have taken, with the ruthlessness of those without articulate investments in 
cultural styles, whatever they could of European music, making of it that 
which would, when blended with the cultural tendencies inherited from 
Africa, express their own sense of life, while rejecting the rest. Perhaps this 
is only other way of saying that whatever the degree of injustice and 
inequality sustained by the slaves, American culture was, even before the 
official founding of the nation, pluralistic, and it was the African’s origin in 
cultures in which art was highly functional which gave him an edge in 
shaping the music and dance of this nation.67   
 
Jazz is the study of America. When researching the origins and the story of our 

storytelling music and the chronicle of us being us, it’s too narrow a path to focus only on 

the romanticized notions of the various and contested narratives on jazz music and its 

culture while continually disregarding the social and ideological context of the times. The 

resolution and evolution of the American idea of race as only cultural construct is the 

work of today and beyond, and has always been the work of the jazz music tradition. 

Understanding its roots in the troubling convention of the coon song allows the jazz 

                                                
67 Ralph Ellison, “Blues People,” In Living with Music: Ralph Ellison’s Jazz Writings, ed. 
Robert G. O’Meally (New York: Modern Library, 2002) 129. 
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scholar-musician-historian to understand and perceive a different, more holistic view of 

American musical culture and the human experience.  
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